
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

COUNTY DEPARTMENT, LAW DIVISION 

 

) 

) 

) 

) 

v   ) No. 

) 

) 

) 

) 

 

TRIAL SCHEDULING  

 
 

This cause coming on to be heard on _________________ the Court  

being fully advised in the premises,  

 

 Final Pre-Trial Conference is set for _______________________ at _________.   

 

The case is set for Bench/Jury Trial on ___________________________  

 

at _________________, in Courtroom 2010 of the Richard J. Daley Center. 

 

 Not later than 45 days prior to the trial date, the parties are directed to meet 

and exchange the trial materials as outlined in the standing order, 

(http://www.cookcountycourt.org/JudgesPages/BrennanMargaretA.aspx) as well as their 

exhibits.  The parties are encouraged to agree to motions and exhibits, or state objections 

there to.     

No later than 21 days before trial, each party is responsible for delivering to 

chambers Trial Materials as outlined in the courts standing order. 

 

________________________ 

 

Atty No.     Enter: 

Atty Name: 

Attorney for:       ____________________________ 

Address:     Judge Margaret A. Brennan      #1846 

City: 

Phone: 

 

 

Dorothy Brown, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois 

http://www.cookcountycourt.org/JudgesPages/BrennanMargaretA.aspx


MATERIALS REQUIRED PRIOR TO TRIAL  
A. Jury Trial  
 
1. Concise statement of the case to be read to the jury in voir dire;  

2. Estimate of the number of trial days;  

3. Witness list to be read to the jury in voir dire;  

4. Statement that the party will/will not stipulate to a unanimous verdict of 10 or 
more jurors;  

5. Motions in limine;  

6. Trial briefs;  

7. Jury instructions with I.P.I. numbers (each instruction marked “Agreed” or 
“Objected To”) and compliance with Supreme Court Rule 239c;  

8. Parties’ exhibit lists indicating each exhibit number and noting which exhibits are 
objected to. Failure to submit and note objections may cause the objections to be 
waived;  

9. Requests to Produce at Trial (Supreme Court Rule 237) must be prepared and 
delivered to the Court seven days before the final pre- trial conference; and  

10. Final pleadings, including: the complaint, answer, counterclaims, affirmative 
defenses, answers to requests to admit and other relevant pleadings.  
 
B. Bench Trial  
 
The same materials shall be delivered for Bench Trials except for numbers 1, 4 and 7.  
 
C. Both Jury and Bench Trial  
 
1. 45 days prior to the trial date, or other specific date set by the Court, the parties 
must confer and exchange the above materials as well as all their trial exhibits and 
demonstrative evidence.  

2. If the Court’s schedule prevents trial on the date set, the case will be transferred 
instanter to the Presiding Judge and will be assigned to another Judge for immediate 
trial.  

3. Motions in liminie will be ruled on prior to trial.  

4. Jury instructions may be discussed and ruled upon at the pretrial conference prior 
to trial.  

 

 
 


